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EFT PRACTITIONER TRAINING DAY 12 

15th August 2021 - Questions & Answers 

 

 

1. What do you mean by “building bridges”? 
 

Basically, what we mean by “building bridges” is that we explain to the 

client what EFT is and how it can help them work on their issue(s). We 

explain it to them in a way that they can receive it. 
 

For example, if someone comes in to see you for stress, you’d explain 

EFT to them in reference to stress. You’d say “EFT is a technique that 

helps lower stress, and one that we can do together. You can follow me, 

or you can do it yourself. It involves touch and talk, and we will tap on 

certain parts of the body. Are you okay with that?” 
 

 

2. Can we suggest EFT for mental health labels like clinical depression, 

schizophrenia, or psychosis? 
 

We do not explicitly say that EFT works for mental health labels. We only 

say that it works for stress. If somebody suffering from psychosis comes 

in, I’d prefer hypnotherapy over EFT for them. You see EFT works for 

emotional and stress-related issues. Therefore, if someone with a mental 

health label such as clinical depression or psychosis comes for therapy, I 

ask them to go see a mental health professional first. 
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3.  Can we share EFT resources and clinical studies links with our clients 

when needed? 
 

Yes, you are welcome to share the clinical studies and EFT resources with 

your clients if needed. You can find the links below: 
 

EFT Resources: EFT Resources (vitalitylivingcollege.info)  

EFT Clinical Studies: EFT Clinical Studies (vitalitylivingcollege.info) 
 

 

4.  Where exactly is under the arm tapping point for men? 
 

It is just below the armpit in line with the nipple. 
 

 
 

 

 

 

5. My daughter complained about some itching. I used EFT and the itching 

went away. After some time, it came back and we worked on it again, 

however no emotions came up for her. Did the itching come back 

because there was no emotional charge attached to it? 
 

If a mosquito bite has caused the itching, then there is going to be a 

reaction which will be experienced because this is the body’s way of 

immune response. But the itching can be uncomfortable for the child. 

What you can do is that you can make words for her. Kids tend not to 

have deeper emotions. So, if it comes back, tap on it again. 

http://www.vitalitylivingcollege.info/
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https://vitalitylivingcollege.info/training-seminars/eft-training-course/what-is-eft/eft-clinical-study/
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6. You mentioned that one of the cons of Telephone Tapping is that the 

client might have a seizure and we cannot support them over the call, 

hence, a protocol must be followed to ensure their safety. Does the 

same protocol have to be followed while taking sessions via Zoom? 
 

Yes, the same protocol must be followed if you are taking sessions via 

Zoom. 
 

However, at Level 1&2, we do not recommend you working with 

epilepsy. You must do the Inner Child Matrix as well as EFT Advanced 

Practitioner Training to be working with such cases. Stick to the main 

indications like stress and PTSD at this level. The index finger hold helps 

with seizures and epilepsy though. But I’d recommend that you get them 

to work with someone who has that level of qualification and 

experience. The same goes for allergies and clinical depression. At this 

level, focus on working with issues like heartbreak, stress, limiting beliefs 

and physical tension.   
 

 

7. You said that EFT is only used to pull muck out and not to embed 

something new in. But I think that we can embed positive thoughts 

with it too. Is there any scope of doing that with EFT? Can we try it in 

our Personal Peace Processes? 
 

You can try doing that as long as there is no attachment to it. Although 

it’s our innate nature to shine through once the negative stuff is out of 

the system, I don’t recommend embedding anything without taking out 

what’s really going on for someone. If you indulge too much in positive 

tapping, it will give them a false impression. So just make sure that you 

do it when the client is ready. 
 

As far as your Personal Peace Process is concerned, you can decide and 

do whatever you want. You can start your day with round of positive 

tapping or whatever you like.  

http://www.vitalitylivingcollege.info/
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8. Sometimes, people can either have deep conditioning that keeps them 

from healing, or their healing is dependent on a relationship. For 

instance, in M’s case, she does want to restore her relationship with 

her brother but only if he withdraws the forgery case. Does that mean 

EFT won’t work? 
 

I don’t want to make up anything. I just want to be with them and work 

on whatever they bring up. Cancer or venereal diseases, for example, 

categorically do not have a cure. So, I won’t direct someone coming in 

for them to EFT. The area where EFT could work is emotions. Emotions 

affect the state of health and working on them helps the body find a 

balance which will lay the foundation for the body’s healing. I can’t 

guarantee that the cancer can be cured but what I can guarantee is that 

they will have a better quality of life, and EFT helps achieve that. But if 

someone does not want to do EFT, then don’t push them since they can 

have a violent reaction to it. 
 

It becomes even more challenging if their healing depends on a 

relationship or a family member, as therapy might push them to go 

against their value system.  
 

 

9. Can we work on arthritis with EFT? 
 

Arthritis is about inflammation and can be linked to inflammation of 

emotions. Again, we cannot promise that it will go away. What we can 

say is, “We can explore the information or emotion you are experiencing 

and when have you felt them before so we can have you in the best 

place”. 
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10. I worked with my husband on an incident using the Movie technique. 

Later, he had severe pain around the teeth and jaw. We went to see 

the doctor and had some tests done but nothing came up. We worked 

on the incident again and this time he experienced severe pain behind 

the ear. Again, we went to doctor and this time, the tests indicate that 

he has TNP? Can working with EFT be the cause of this pain? 
 

TNP is a constant pain, so if he had never experienced such pain before, 

there could be two possible causes of it - either some kind of healing is 

going on, or something has been triggered. What you can do is to tap on 

the pain when it surfaces. 
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